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Abstract: Studying toxicology and its relationship to drugs is expected to provide substantial human benefits; however, such benefits

demand the ability to recognize and understand drug side effects and prevent them from happening. The proposed model aims to

improve toxicity prediction by classifying chemical synthesis using an Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) algorithm. The

core of the current approach is its emphasis on constructing a hybrid classification system that achieves an effective performance. This

system is achieved by merging three different types of artificial immune recognition system algorithms with a detector-based classifier

in a hybrid model and optimizing the final output to improve the overall system performance.
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1 Introduction

Utilizing intelligent approaches in medication disclosure
and development procedures is quickly gaining in
popularity, appreciation, and implementations.
Furthermore, rapid progress at developing the
computational drug design field has been achieved by
improving software computational power and protein
compound structure databases and by an increasing
understanding of chemical molecular targets [1].

Computational drug design approaches are used to
identify active drug candidates by choosing the most
promising candidates for valuation and improving them,
such as converting biologically active synthesis to
appropriate medications by reinforcing their
pharmaceutical properties. This approach is intended to
minimize the size of the chemical area and therefore
allow drug detection and optimization efforts to
concentrate on more promising candidates [2]. Thus,
these approaches are applied to effectively reduce
resource requirements and minimize the time required for
chemical synthesis and laboratory testing. Computational
approaches are considered to be extremely promising
techniques in the drug discovery field; they improve the
prediction of drug properties by recognizing chemical

compounds and substantially reducing laboratory testing
and traditional resource demands [3,4].

Over the past decade, Artificial Immune Recognition
System (AIRS) have attracted the concerns of researchers
aiming to improve immune-based paradigms and
mechanisms that involve complicated computational
problems. The AIRS-based algorithms discussed in this
paper are improved based upon the tradition of ”immunity
principle” sets.

The contribution of the current research is to briefly
introduce the most common toxicological experiences
and evaluate the progress made by computational toxicity
prediction to recognize toxic drug entities.

2 Literature Review

Computational toxicology—the recognition and
prediction of toxicity through computer designed
techniques is considered a novel field of applied science
that integrates standards from biology and chemistry with
computer science in an effort to determine the relations
between chemical synthesis and toxicological endpoints
that can be exploited to predict the toxicity of new
syntheses that have not yet been tested in vivo. The
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fundamental inroads in this subject began early in the
twentieth century with research into the interaction of
molecules with biological systems.

An extensive volume of subsequent experiments
expanded the level of proof for a receptor-mediated mode
of action for the plurality of pharmaceuticals and
toxicants and resulted in reasonably specifications of the
fundamental structure-activity relationships. The
thermodynamic foundation of the parametric techniques
characterizing one property using the parameters that
represent molecular structure was given by the linear
free-energy relationships developed in the 1930s by
Hammet [5] through his seminal research to quantify the
effects of constituents on ester hydrolysis.

As the accessibility and power of computers have
increased, academics [6] have begun to identify the roles
of diverse molecular structures by associating linear-free
energy relationship essentials with the available toxicity
data. The fusion of toxicology, computer science, and
statistical analysis is considered to be the beginning of the
science of computational toxicology.

Another step was taken by HazardExpert, which is
considered the beginning of computational toxicity
research. HazardExpert was developed by CompuDrug
Chemistry Ltd. and introduced a toxicity predictor expert
system [7]. HazardExpert provides a prediction for the
extent of toxicity endpoints, including immunotoxicity,
mutagenicity, teratogenicity, irritation, neurotoxicity, and
carcinogenicity. The proposed expert system includes a
toxic partial synthesis knowledge base extracted from US
EPA statements and literature on structure-toxicity
relationships. The prophetic rules in HazardExpert are
based on the influences of these fragments on biological
systems and combine expert judgement with fuzzy logic.

3 Artificial Immune Recognition Algorithms

AIRS are computational intelligence models that were
inspired by and simulate natural immune systems. During
the previous decade, many computer science researchers
have aimed to produce immune-based paradigms to solve
complicated computational issues by using the distinctive
characteristics of natural immunity, such as learning,
memory, pattern recognition, and self-organization [8].

In this study, three basic AIRS algorithms are selected
to first evaluate their efficiency at recognition and
classification cases; then, they were employed to build the
AIRS-based system. The algorithms are chosen based on
the variations in the learning procedures used by each
algorithm. All three algorithms are considered
unsupervised learners [9].

3.1 ClonalG Algorithm

The ClonlG selection algorithm was proposed as a
simulation of the Clonl selection hypothesis of obtained
immunity, and it represents the characteristics and
behaviours of antibodies in the immune system [10]. Its
hypothesis suggests that when selecting B and T-cells
(antigens for lymphocytes) and connecting them to a
specific antigenic, each cell divides to make duplicates of
itself and differentiates to form other cell types such as
memory cells or plasma. Memory cells remain alive for
an extended duration in the host to anticipate future
recognition of specific antigens, while plasma cells stay
alive for a lifetime and create enormous numbers of
antibody molecules. A significant characteristic of that
hypothesis is considered when choosing a cell that
subsequently increases; the cell is subject to tiny
duplication errors that change the form of the expressed
receptors, and thus, the subsequent specific recognition
capabilities of the antibodies that plasma cells create and
the antibodies that bind to the surfaces of lymphocytes
cells [10].

3.2 V-Detector Algorithm

The V-detector algorithm [11] stems from the negative
selection mechanism, which is based on self-nonself
differentiation behaviour in the immune system. The
negative selection process identifies and ejects cells that
are self-reactive during cell production and division. This
procedure has been observed in the preparation of
T-lymphocytes, naive versions of which mature using
both positive and negative selection processes in the
thymus [11].

3.3 aiNet Algorithm

The iNet algorithm is based on the immune network
theory of the immune system [12], which suggests that
any antibody has idiotypes (surface features) to which the
receptors of another antibody can connect. These
idiotypes are dynamic because of receptor interactions, in
which receptors continually inhibit and excite each other
through complicated receptor regulatory chains. In
addition to the surface characteristics of the pathogen, the
hypothesis underlying this algorithm assumes that the
ClonlG selection procedure may also be triggered by the
idiotypes of other immune cells and molecules and that
the maturation procedures apply both to the receptors
themselves and the idiotypes that they expose.

4 Hybrid Computational Classifiers

Approach

The hybrid computational model is a well-known way to
gain more accurate classifiers by merging different
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algorithms. The hybrid learning approach forms a
machine learning system composed of a collection of
particular learner paradigms and a mechanism for
incorporating their decisions by combining outputs; this
mechanism produces single answers for input problems.
Our proposed approach aims at merging a blend of
effective experts to benefit from the outcomes created by
the paradigm’s constituent expert parts. By merging all
the outputs from each expert paradigm, a final product
with better performance can be obtained.

4.1 AIRS Based Hybrid Model

Figure 1 introduces the designed structure of the model
proposed in this paper. The effective learning AIRS
schema is constructed to allow the dynamic decisions of
multiple classifiers to be incorporated. In this schema, the
proposed accumulation procedure is able to adjust the
modifications in both the input and output to improve the
final decision. Using this architecture, the idea is to be
able to understand the adjustments to the input set and
their influences on the base classifiers.

Fig. 1: The proposed Hybrid Classifier model

The proposed hybrid system is composed of the
previously-mentioned AIRS algorithms (ClonlG,
V-Detector, and iNet) fused into a classifier model using a
combination of weighted averaging and majority voting.

4.2 Detector-Based Classifier

The proposed classifier model aims to extend a
dynamic procedure reinforced by incorporating the
decision of hybrid classifier models to improve the final
output of the AIRS classifier models. This result is
achievable by designing a detector ingredient that obtains
characteristics from the connected classifiers to assist in
effectively implementing the accumulation procedure.
Our proposed detector permits the classifier paradigm to

recognize modifications to the input data and determine
their effect on classifier efficiency; then, according to
those adjustments, formulate the decision of the entire
model. The learning procedure extends the paradigm by
adding the desired adaptability to change the classifiers’
input/output to enhance the aggregate classification
process.

Considering that purpose, two primary components
are seriously considered when planning the
detector-based schema. Initially, the proposed detectors
design basically relies on token characteristics from the
proposed classifiers. The detector then requests new
characteristics for the current problem that differ from the
previous characteristics used for classification purposes.
However, characteristic extraction is not found to be an
easy mission because the characteristics are not typically
obtainable. The second component is base classifier
planning, in which the mechanism used for training is a
continuous challenge.

Efficiency diversity among the adopted classifiers is a
result of several factors such as the internal randomness
from the training algorithm itself, the selection of training
and testing sets, and random classification error [13]. To
achieve an enhanced classification performance, the base
classifiers are trained sufficiently and appropriately.

The proposed detector-based schema presents a novel
procedure for calculating the confidence level of the
upcoming output T = [T1,T2, ...,Tn] in the classifier model
by extracting characteristics after each training phase and
using them to derive a confidence value allocated to each
subsequent output. The confidence levels for the proposed
classifiers are demonstrated by vector I =
[I1, I2, . . . . . . , In], where np is the number of classifiers.
Then, the subsequent result with the confidence
measurement is utilized in the accumulation procedure
implementation to obtain the overall decision.

4.3 Proposed Classifier Ingredients

At the previously-introduced schema, the classifier
ingredients clarify the particular classification
mechanisms utilized to compose the hybrid paradigm.
The function of each selected classifier is to divide
characteristic space into class-specific decision zones,
which are then applied to classify the novel input patterns
into the classes established in advance. First, the proposed
classifiers are trained sufficiently using the same training
datasets with the same characteristics spaces, allowing
each specific classifier address the same classification
issue utilizing its specific procedures. The suggested
schema proposes that each classifier results in a predicted
class identifier T = [T1,T2, . . . ,Tn] and the confidence
level of a classifier concerning its predicted output I =
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[I1, I2, . . . , In], where np is the number of classifiers. The
overall result of the hybrid model classifier is obtained by
fusing the outputs of all of the specific classifiers.

The Detector Ingredients. The primary role of the
proposed detector is to create a weighting factor for every
classifier. The generated weights are identified by the
vector U = [U1,U2, . . . ,Un], where n is the number of
classifiers. The weights present the confidence level for
each selected classifier related to its classification
precision. The assigned weights are then applied to join
these several classifiers by applying a standard
multiple-classification resolution mechanism, such as
majority voting or weighted averaging.

The Accumulation Procedure. The accumulation
procedure refers to the integration technique applied to
merge several outputs created by the proposed classifiers
to reach a final decision by the proposed hybrid paradigm.
The accumulation procedure utilizes the weights returned
from the detector that specifies its confidence in the result
by each classifier (as shown in Figure 1). The various
classification outputs are accumulated, resulting in an
eligible decision using a basis-joining technique. Various
joining techniques can be utilized in the incorporation
layer; this study concentrates on the weighted averaging
technique.

The proposed adaptive learning AIRS-based classifier
model has several major processing stages:

1. Initialization: the first step is training the
introduced base classifiers (for instance, the iNet, ClonlG
and V-Detector algorithms) on the selected training
dataset to generate a trained model of all the algorithms,
which are utilized in the testing step.

2. Experts Decision: for each sample x j in the testing
dataset, the predicted class for x j is determined by each
AIRS classifier identified by T = [T1,T2, . . . ,Tn], where Tj

is the portended result of classifier number j.
3. Confidence Measurement: acquire the confidence

degree vector I = [I1, I2, . . . , In] on the predicted result to
every classifier by:

• Calculate the Euclidean distance between sample x j

and all detectors in detectors set.
• If distance ¡ threshold, then set confidence level I j is

equal to 100 % and Tj = 1. Otherwise, set Tj= 0 and divide
the area around x j into bins and then calculate I j by:

I j = 1−
∑

10
j=1 n j × k j

∑
10
j=1 n j

(1)

Where nj is the no. of detectors in every bin and kj is
bin index.

The above stages are executed iteratively for all the
test samples by the hybrid AIRS classifier model. In this
case, the adaptive learning AIRS-based classifier

paradigm functions according to the following scenario.
First, the diverse elements of the hybrid paradigm are
trained on the entire training dataset. Then, the trained
models are used to produce a decision on an input pattern
x j from the testing dataset. The proposed schema uses the
V-Detector, ClonlG and iNet AIRS algorithms as base
classifiers. The predictions from the AIRS classifiers are
identified by the vector T = [T1,T2, . . . ,Tn]. According to
that, the confidence values symbolized by vector I =
[I1, I2, I3] are calculated, with a confidence value assigned
to each of the base classifiers to adjust their first-level
precisions concerning the class to be predicted.

5 Results

An experimental study was performed to confirm the
efficiency of the proposed AIRS hybrid classifier
paradigm using various anticancer drugs synthesis
datasets. The major goals in this experiment are to clarify
the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive learning AIRS
paradigm compared with traditional classifiers and to
evaluate the effectiveness of various joining techniques,
such as weighted averaging and majority voting.

In this study, the datasets used for the experiment are
analysed initially before applying the traditional classifiers
and the hybrid model. The datasets are divided into two
sets: 90% of the samples are used as a training dataset and
10% as a testing dataset. In the experiment, 10 runs (each
containing 10 datasets) are executed to ensure that diverse
training patterns and testing patterns are selected randomly
for every run.

Before estimating the proposed hybrid model, the
V-Detector, ClonlG and iNet AIRS algorithms are
selected through an objective experiment to evaluate the
performances of each individual classifier for this
classification task. The results are shown in Table 2 and in
Figures 2, 3 and 4 (where the x-axis represents the
number of runs and the y-axis represents the criteria
level). The performance evaluations comparing the
adopted algorithms are listed in Table 1. The results show
that the V-Detector algorithm has achieved better
classification precision than the ClonlG and iNet
algorithms in seven of the ten runs. ClonlG is best in three
of the ten runs, while the third algorithm iNet has
achieved the minimum precision. However, in the
sensitivity criteria calculation, iNet is sufficiently
consistent that it achieved the optimum results over the
ten rounds, with a 100% rate. The V-Detector algorithm is
second-base, with results that are approximately 68%
while the ClonlG algorithm has achieved poor results on
this criterion. Regarding accuracy, the Clonal G algorithm
has consistently achieved the optimum results across all
ten runs; the V-Detector has achieved second place with
its results (approximately 77% ); while the iNet algorithm
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results has achieved the highest accuracy in 0% of the
overall runs.

Table 1: Performance evaluations

Table 2: Performance properties’ results for the AIRS

Algorithms

To create the proposed hybrid model, a combination
of the V-Detector, ClonlG, and iNet AIRS algorithms
were selected through an objective evaluation of their
performances on the current classification task. The
experiential performance results (shown in Table 3)
describe the three criteria of precision, sensitivity, and
accuracy the algorithms achieved during the 100 sample
runs.

6 Conclusion

To validate the proposed adaptive learning model, an
experimental study is conducted on a combination of the

Table 3: The total performance of the AIRS Algorithms

Fig. 2: Precision performance for AIRS Algorithms

Fig. 3: Sensitivity performance for AIRS Algorithms

three AIRS algorithms, which are applied to anticancer
drug synthesis using actual drug datasets. The selected
AIRS algorithms for the experimental study are inspired
by the fundamental V-Detector, ClonlG, and iNet
immunology algorithms.

The presented experimentation results are reported to
estimate the performance of the proposed hybrid model
for the current classification task. The experimental results
are obtained by measuring the precision, sensitivity, and
accuracy that the three algorithms have achieved over 10
sample runs each on 10 datasets. The results suggest that
the hybrid AIRS algorithms are more efficient for the drug
development industry than the previous approaches.

Different mechanisms and schemes are presented to
address these challenges, and a literature review is
included as well. A new AIRS-based classifier model that
fuses the three proposed AIRS algorithms is presented as
a first step toward achieving the research objectives. A
novel mechanism to adjust the confidence degree of the
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Fig. 4: Accuracy performance for AIRS Algorithms

proposed hybrid model classifiers is presented in this
research. The process focuses on setting weights for each
classifier in the hybrid classifier model based on its
classification efficiency and ability to obtain the best
performance.
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